Dear Friends,
In this time of discord and uncertainty, Socrates Sculpture Park reaffirms
the values that have guided us for the last thirty years: the belief in the
power of creative expression; the establishment of an atmosphere of
tolerance and inclusion that supports the empowerment of individuals;
and the importance of responsible stewardship of our environment.
Socrates Sculpture Park has the expertise, infrastructure, location,
partnerships, and programming to make a difference in people's
lives. We will do everything we can to support artists and our diverse
community and to advocate for our values.
As we formulate longer-term strategies and programs, there are
immediate efforts and plans underway:
ALL ARE WELCOME
Reflective of the great diversity of Queens and reinforcing the Park’s role
as a welcoming and safe environment for all, we will amplify outreach
efforts to our native, immigrant, and ethnic communities, beginning
with our entrance: Next week you will find new Welcome signage that
includes the spoken languages of our local population, including Spanish,
Arabic, Greek, Bengali, Portuguese, and Chinese.
CREATIVE EXPRESSION
As a public art venue where freedom of expression is paramount, we
will seek to support artists whose work in the Park can illuminate and
inspire activism while providing an outlet for collective hopes and fears.
Throughout 2017, our Broadway Billboard series will exclusively feature
artists whose work addresses democracy, identity, and American values.
CLIMATE CHANGE IS REAL
As a public park and green space along the waterfront, we will use our
location to launch an aggressive expansion of the Park’s environmental
programs, education, and sustainable practices. In the coming year
we will announce a series of initiatives and make improvements both
physical (e.g., planting 1,000+ pollinators) and programmatic (e.g.,
expanding Coastal Classrooms).
ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT
Through our Community Works Initiative Program, the Park hires and
trains unemployed residents from our neighboring public housing
complexes for seasonal horticultural positions. Approaching the
program’s 8th year, we will deepen its impact by committing to a $15/
hour minimum wage and calling on other local employers to do the
same. For the first time, we will also create a new position from this
program as a full-time staff member with benefits.
SOCRATES IS A PUBLIC SPACE
Lastly, we take pride in our multiple roles as artistic venue, civic
commons, urban oasis, and public green space, and will ensure that
Socrates Sculpture Park remains a free, open, beautiful, and welcoming
environment for everyone.
Over the last year, our 30th anniversary, we welcomed nearly 200,000
people in a record-breaking season and look forward to continuing the
expansion of our audience and programming in the coming year. Now
more than ever we must work together to preserve and strengthen our
creative voice, advance public dialogue, and provide essential open
space.
We hope you will join us in our effort.
Sincerely,
John Hatfield
Executive Director
Socrates Sculpture Park
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